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By Paul Schindler
The School of Engineering
has made a multi-nillion dollar
proposal for new programs in
engineering education, "to relate
technology to the changing social and physical environment."
The proposal was released in
mid-March in an effort to obtain
private funding; no commitment
has yet been received for "'a new
direction for engineering education at MIT." Members of the
Engineering Council were given a
two page abstract of the 20 page
proposal at a meeting last week.
Five new or revised programs
are called for: a new engineering
undergraduate degree program, a
new master's degree program, a
program to examine major technology related issues that face
the society, more research in
socio-technical areas, and development of research into future problem areas.
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A group of engineers at MIT, directed by Professor Robert Hansen,
have been conducting studies to determine why the JohnHancock
Tower has been losing its windows. The building is becoming known
as the "Plywood Palace" because of the plywood panels used to
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aBy Storm Kauffman
Professor of Civil Engineering
Robert J. Hansen and a group of
engineers at MIT are presently
involved in an invest/gatiorn of
the causes of wind damage to
the glass facade of the John
Hancock Tower.
MIT has undertaken the project which involves model testing
and strategic instrumentation on
the building itself. Stress sensors
are being used to m easure air
.pressures, the deflection and
stresses in the glass wall, and the
acceleration of the building itself. Also, a 1:600 scale model
dof the Tower and Back Bay are
presently being subjected to
Ltests in the MIT Wright Brothers
Wind Tunnel.
Hansen explained to The
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Tech that the thermal panes
used in the wall - double sheets
of glass formed into a single unit
- are apparently being sucked
out during wind storms. The
usual damage involves cracking
or breaking of the outer pane,
indicating a pressure differential
across the wall interface.
The Tower has suffered from
a series of difficulties, and Hansen stated that this further trouble with the glass is delaying
its completion.
The plywood closures in the
walls do not necessarily indicate
which windows have been damaged, Hansen explained. Some of
the panes have been moved to
accomodate the MIT measurements and others have been broken in customary construction
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posals call for undergraduate and
graduate programs that cut across traditional departmental
lines, in an effort to prepare
students for the "social, political
and economic constraints" they
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miscues. Overall, about 50 ha,ve:
had to be removed because of
wind.
Most of the wind damange
occurred last November andJa inuary, when MIT was asked to
investigate. In the first case, brroken panes were found on t1;he
Stewart Street side after a wirnd
storm and in the second on tl-he
Trinity Place side. Hansen in(dicated that the cracking was 1iocaiized in both instances.
The Globe carried a story X
on
the problem on March 29, in
which Hansen was portrayed as
being uncooperative- He sa rid
that he felt that the reporter h.,ad
not been fully familiar with tl'he
story as he had been present f,or
only part of the news confeerence.
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will meet in professional life.
The degree might be considered
an "unspecified" engineering degree. Its primary utility would
be to students interested in law,
medicine, or other professions.
The program for technology
assessment and identification of
"alternatives which are likely to
improve and affect society" will
be centered in the Center for
Policy Alternatives, which is in
need of further funding to ex.pand its activities.
There are two research programs proposed. One consists of
-problem-oriented
research"
that will "contribute to the solution of national problems that
strongly relate to technology
and the society;" this program
deals with problems that have
already been identified. The other program will provide "adequate funding" to support facuity and graduates learning about
"new problems and issues."
One engineering council
member told The Tech that
there was "some resistance, but
no one is fighting this very
hard." Indeed, he described the
mood of the group as one of
"enthusiastic acceptance," for
the most part. "The ideas have
all been discussed before," he

said, "but never before as a
single package."
The proposal discusses the
reasons for changing the current
concept of engineering education: "It is widely recognized
that changes in our society require major changes in engineering schools. Graduates with different
training and research
work in new areas are required.
The resistance to the introduction of technical change to
aid in improving our social and
economic Life is largely political,
social and institutional. These
circumstances shape the requirements for new technology. The
responsibility of engineering
schools to develop engineering
science and provide a basis for
new technology must continue,
while a new role to relate technology to the changing social
and physicsal environment must
be accepted. As the world leader
in engineering education, MIT
has a peculiar resonsibility and
o p p o rtunity to accept and
develop this new role."
Several people were involved
in the drafting of the proposal
including Dean of the School of
Engineering Alfred Keil, President Jerome Wiesner, Director
of the Center for Policy Alternatives Herbert Holloman, and
Corporation Chairman Emeritus
James R. Killian.
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By Jonathan L. Weker
In what admissions director
Peter Richardson termed "the
most agonizing year we've ever
had,"a group of 1499 prospective members of the class of
1977, a record fifteen percent of
them women, were selected
from an applicant pool of 3,765.
It is expected that approximately 900 of those admitted
will elect to come to MIT. The
goal of a freshman class of 900,
considerably smaller than the
optimal class size of 950-1000,
was necessitated by a campus
housing shortage ( The Tech,
February 6, 1973).
The possibility that more
than 900 students accept MIT's
offer of admission is a very real
one: however, past experience
has shown that 55% of admitted
applicants will eventually matriculate. A waiting list of 290 has
been established in the event
that fewer than 900 elect to
attend MIT.
In -makihig its final decision,
admissions officials took into
consideration more than acade-

mic qualifications. "Academic
records, of course, are significant
in estimating if a young person
can be successful at MIT," Richardson commented. "But quality
also includes maturity, responsibility, social awareness and nonacademic achievements in such
areas as art, music, athletics and
other activities."
Accordirig to Richardson, a
group of students was sought
who represented a variety of
backgrounds and interests.
The freshman class includes
1446 students from all fifty United States and from Canada, and
53 students from 22 foreign
countries. One hundred and seventy four students were offered
an "early decision" admission
last December.
The 206 women admitted
were selected on an equal basis
with the male students who were
accepted. However, Richardson
noted that those applicants
whose educational backgrounds
are of lower quality than that of
most students applying to MIT
are allowed deviations of up to

100 points on their college
board scores from the scores of
those students who the adrnissions office feels have received
"high quality education."
"We have an obligation to
make an MIT education available
to all segments of the population," explained Richardson,
noting that college board scores
-to a large degree, reflect the
educational background and environment in which an individual
has been raised. This is a phenomena which the admissions
office feels leaves some applicants at a disadvantage.
The MIT Symphony Orchestra, recently returned
from a five city tour, will be
holding a free concert in
Kresge at 8 tonight. The show
will be videotaped by
WGBH-TV (Channel 2) to be
broadcast in May. The public
is urged to attend, both to
welcome the Symphony
home and to provide a studio
audience for the TV cameras.
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A molten germanium crwstal, being grown under controlled conditions for making a semiconductor, represents one of the research
Photo by Craig WV.-Reynolds
interests in Course IlI.
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By Richard Parker
and David Olive
The official definition of the
purpose of Course Ill, as set
forth in the catalogue, is "i[ concern] with the principal engineering materials upon which
modern civilization depends...
The mechanical,
chemical,
thermal, and electrical properties
demanded of materials today
re quire
much greater sophistication in the selection, treatment, and assembly... of sub,tances designed for specific
needs." It is this sophistication
that the Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science
hopes to develop in students.
The undergraduate education
in metallurgy can best be summed up in a single word diversity. The educational objectives are to introduce the undergraduate to the wide field of
metallurgy and material science
and then allow the student to
select an area of concentration
which best fits his interest. This
includes catering to the needs of
those students aiming for terminal degrees as well as those
who intend going on to graduate

school, and to those who are
inclined toward engineering application as well as those who
prefer solid state science.
In order to achieve such a
goal, curriculum is flexible.
Eight courses are required, with
the intention of building a solid
foundation of physical and engineering sciences, mechanics,
thermodynamics, and crystal
structure. An elective program,
constituting about 20% of the
student's time, is then chosen,
enabling the student to achieve
concentration in his own field.
"There are three major areas of
concentration," states Professor
Carl Floe. "These are Material
Engineering, the separation of
waste material from valuable
ores; Process Metallurgy, the
chemical process in separating
metals; and Physical Metallurgy,
which consists of the relationship between structure and properties. Of course there are minor fields in which the interested
student can base his studies and
receive
credit." In addition,
Course III requires all candidates
for the Bachelor of Science de-(Please turn to page 3)
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* The MIT Symphony Orchestra
will give a special free concert for
videotaping by WGBH-TV at 8 pm in
Kresge Auditorium on Tuesday, April
3, the day after returning from its
first national tour. Symphony
Conductor David Epstein, professor
of music at MIT, warmly invited the
music-loving community in Cambridge to attend the concert both to
welcome the Symphony back home
after its five-city trip and to provide a
studio audience for the television
cameras. The concert, designed to
produce a one-hour videotape for
local programrming over Channel 2 in
May, will consist of two of the works
performed on the Symphony's tour,
the Debussy Nocturnes, Fetes and
Nuages, and Brahms' Symphony
Number 2.
* For those who ordered MET
Opf,;a Tickets through the Technoiogy Community Association, the:
tickets are in and can be picked up
between 10 am and 5:30 pm today
through Friday. The TCA is locatedon the fourth floor of the Student
Center, and it is probably best to call
ahead x3-4885 to make sure that the
office is open.
* Meeting of the Corporation Joint
Advisory Committee. Bush Room
(10-105), 7:30 pm, April 5, 1973.
Topic: Child Care.
*
KALEIDOSCOPE is being
planned for Friday and Saturday,
May 4 and 5. Any activity, group, or
individual who would like to help
plan., help man, participate in, or just
give us ideas for the weekend, please
call the Student Center Committee
Office, x3-3916 or x3-3913.
* The next meeting of the Student
Center Committee will be Sunday,
April 8 at 7:30 in Private Dining
Room 3. All meetings are open to the
MIT community. For more information, call x3-3916 or leave a message.
* Student Center Committee Midnite Movie Series: This week - In the
Heat of the Night, starring Sidney
Poitier. Friday night in the Sala at
midnight. Admission - Free with
MIT/Wellesley ID.
* Student Center Committee Pot
Luck Coffeehouse: Every Friday and
Saturday night from 8:30 till midnite. Free donuts, coffee and cider.

Police Blotter

*
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3/14/73
3:30 am, one arrest, recovery
of Institute property. Subject
previously arrested as trespasser.
Apprehended with $100 unit
stolen from a lab in building 56.
Patrol apprehended intruder
in room in building 2. Subject
appeared to be in a confused
st a te. Investigation disclosed
subject to be a resident of Revere who was reported missing.
His brother was contacted, and
picked up subject at Campus
Patrol headquarters.
3/15/73
At 11 pm, two juvenile subjects were taken into custody.
They were in possession of burglary tools and a dangerous
weapon. Unable to contact parents. Released to Cambridge
neighborhood House representative.
3/i7/73
Property damage occured at
12:40 am in building 6. Group
of ten youths passing through
broke four glass door windows.
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Police Blotter is a compilation prepared by Campus Patrol to
report crimes occuring in the MIT community.

3/10/73
Baker House resident walking
friend to McCormick Hall was
accosted by five males who
pushed and jostled him while
asking for money. When group
observed the approach of other
students, they departed via Mass.
Avenue. Complainant was not
injured. Occured at i 1:45 pm.
Two students apprehended in
possession of stolen property at
4:50 am.
3/13/73
At 11 am, a piece of camera
equipment was lost or stolen
from 4-405. The equipment is
normally available to students
on a loan basis. A Nikkormat
camera with lenses was last observed on 3/9, on loan from the
National Geographic society.
Persons knowing of the whereabouts of the camera are asked
to call Prof. Edgerton's lab.
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3/18/73
Stolen car recovered on Vassar Street. Broken vent window.
Vehicle stolen in Boston 3/17.
Attempted
larceny on
Audrey Street, ignition popped.
At 3:30 am three subjects,
two on foot and one in a vehicle
acting in a suspicious manner in
Westgate area. Check revealed
the three to be BU students.
Bolt cutters observed in motor
vehicle. Subjects checked and
released.
A 1968 Mercury Cougar was
stolen from the Westgage II parking lot sometime between 5:30
and 9 pm.
Fire alarm in East Campus.
Set off in second floor of Walcott by a basketball.
3/20/73
Trespasser in dormitories arrested. Two reports of a young
female observed in rooms at two
locations, followed by reports of
larceny. Subject observed by Patrol and after short chase was
placed under arrest.
3/20/73
Larceny from a motor vehicle: personal property removed,
a flashlight and eyeglasses removed from vehicle parked near
Main Street. Five youths on
mini-scooters chased from area.
Stolen car recovered. Patrol
was transporting student to
make stolen car report when
complainant observed his car in
Central Square parking lot. Car
recovered.
3/21/73
Fire alarm went on in Burton
HIouse at 6:15 pm. Electrical
malfunction was cause: Campus
Patrol assigned to area until repairs completed.
Campus Patrol investigation
results in recovery of two IBM
typewriters
and additional
equipment from students involved. In depth investigation continuing into illegal use of master
keys and theft of lock cylinders.

Our single, low-cost coverage protects all your
personal property, including credit cards. And not just
in your apartment, but world-wide.

V.To Phi an %',&CoaE

Insurance'Agency. Inc.
11 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center>.
876-0876. Representing Aetna, Travelers. Hartford.
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Work in a stimulating environment at an academic-like
R & D firm. Assist in the continuing development of an
NIH-sponsored computer system especially designed to
aid pharmacology research. Help biomedicai investigators in universities around the country use this system in
7
their research.
Applicant. must have:
o A PHD in one of the natural sciences;
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o two to three years experience in the use of
computers for scientific research applications,
including the equivalent of one year of actual
programming;

o a demonsbtrated ability to work with people in an
i

informal teaching situation;

o a willingness to travel one to two days per week.
Send resume to: Ml.Sidik
Mredical Computer Systems
Bolt Beranek & Newman Inc.
50 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

(7

an equal opprtunitv employer
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* The third deferred payment for
this term was due and payable Monday, April 2 at the Cashier's Office,
Room 10-180. Students should bear
in mind that a late payment fine of
$10 is being assessed to their account
for each overdue payment. Students
having unpaid past due fees are subject to withdrawal of their student
status and will be required to apply
for re-admission through the normal
process. Degree candidates should
make an extra effort to ensure that
an unresolved financial obligation
does not jeopardize the conferral of
their degree.
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* Bodies Needed! Design and work
with lighting, costumes, and props.
The MIT Opera Workshop productionr of The Magic Flute needs a
few minutes a week of your time.
Call George Arzeno, 247-8355.
0-1
On,

* The American Association of
University Professors has invited
graduate students and teaching assistants to become members of the
Association. Any interested students
should send their name and address
directly to Ms. Dorothy Brawner,
Membership Development Division,
American Association of University
Professors, 1 Dupont Circle (Suite
500), Washington, D.C. 20036.

* There will be a meeting to finish
up work on the 1973 TCA Course
Evaluation Guide and to plan for the
1974 Guide at 7:30 pm Thursday,
April 5 at TCA, W20-450. Open to
new people; if you can't make the
meeting, leave a message (name, how
to contact you) at x3-4885.
Applications for Physics Department summer 8UR jobs are available
in the Undergraduate Physics Office,
4-352. They should be returned by
April 6 to Jill Punsky, 54-621,
x3-3781.
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THE GOOD PROFESSOR HAS WINE KITS AND GLASSES
WAITING FOR YOU AT THE CHARLESBANK TRUST COMPANY.
OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT OF $100 OR MORE AND THE
CHARLESBANK WILL GIVE YOU SIX FREE GLASSES.

(GLASSES HAVE EITHER HARVARD OR MIT EMBLEMS).
AND THE OPPORTUNITY OF BUYING A $10 WINE MAKING
KIT FOR $5.00.

I'l

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH A $350 BALANCE
AND YOU RECEIVE A FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT, THE SIX
FREE GLASSES, AND THE OPPORTUNITY OF BUYING A
$10 WINE MAKING KIT FOR $5.00.
SO, WINE AND DINE WITH THE GOOD PROFESSOR AT THE
CHARLESBANK TRUST -IT'S GREAT COMPANY TO BE WITH.
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"THE SUNDRY SHOPPE"
FOR ADDED INCOME
NO EXPERIENCE OR SELLING REQUIRED
You will become part of a national firm, which selects men and
women of ability to become part of a proven success!
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(Continued from page 1}
gree to submit undergraduate
theses.
Graduate Dominance
With less than 30 undergraduates in the department,
Course Il is somewhat dominated by grad students. The
graduate department is considered one of the country's best, a
situation that sometimes makes
it difficult for undergraduates to
establish close contact with the
faculty and each other. Not all
professors teach undergraduate
courses; as Professor Ken Russell
says: "Meeting undergraduates is
largely a matter of chance. Unless specifically assigned to teach
undergraduates, there are few
ways to meet the students.
These are research, usually supervised by a TA, and the senior
thesis, where the student works
directly with a professor."
,,
*

Recent attempts to bring the
undergraduates together and establish better student-faculty relationships include monthly social hours and an annual steak
fry. The steak fry achieves its
purpose well, but the social hour
seems to be more effective in
uniting the grad students than
the undergrads. Many students,
however, are happy with the
department; Steven Hansen '74,
a Course III major, explained,
"Yeah, we're kind of a small
department, but the faculty is
both interested and reasonable."

After much criticism within
the department, a near complete
reorganization of the undergraduate curriculum developed
over the summer by a group
consisting of both professors and
students. "Courses tended to be
not very well conditioned and
the labs were disorganized," says
Professor Russell. After the rehowever,
vamping occurred,
these faults were corrected; in
addition, requirements were
changed and research opportunities and facilities were enhanced.
The MIT student's main introduction to Course III comes
through the gargantuan 3.091,
Introduction to Solid State
Chemistry, which is offered as
an alternative to the Chemistry/Biology requirement.
3.091 offers the student entirely new material, the chemistry of solids. As a course introduction, 3.091 serves the purpose excellently by covering a
broad range of topics to introduce the student to the previously unknown chemistry of
solids, the foundation of metallurgy and material science.
Those students who graduate
with the Bachelor of Science
degree have many opportunities
open to them, often including
acceptance to the Graduate
School. These students go directly from the S.B. to their
Ph.D. degree. Other students
have been known to go into
private industry and governmental service.

that is,safe,

WE OFFER:
*Solid growth business
*Locations obtained by corporation
*Cornplete training
*Dependable, quality equipment
*Vends: ALKA-SELTZER, BAYER
ASPIRIN, TUMS,. ANACIN,

legal &

onexpensove
can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling

DRISTAN, etc.
*Expansion financing available
WE REQUIRE:
*Desire for success
*Time to service route, 5-10 hr/wk<
*Follow proven program
*Minimum investment of $1650.00

If you are fully qualifie'd and can start at once, write for details. No
obligation. Send name, address, and phone number to:
CREATIVE MARKETING CORP.
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. L.
7821 Manchester

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service

(215) 722-5360
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24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential
and caring help.

Maplewood, Mo. 63143

fine sexual dance, in which the three move around
each other in instinct, until a resolution one can only
.- Gregory McDonald,- Boston Globe
describe as Galfic."
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An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:
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A student in a Course III laboratory prepares a crystal oven to make
Photo by Craig W. Reynolds
a germanium semiconductor.

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made pos-

sible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical' osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We makce it easy for you to
complete your studies.You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be
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on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair. Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen for yourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
Ai,'ned Fo'ce! Scholarship,
Box A

C-CN-34
C

C
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U nive-,.al City, Texas 78148
I desire information foi the following
p~rogramr:
Army C Navy -|Air Force
Medical/Osteopathic D Dental
Veterinary [ Podiatry'
Other t Piea.e specifylNane-

(please print)
i

-

Soc. Sec.
AddreCity_

I
Zip

St.te
Enirolled at

k

(School)

To graduate in
X

Date of biX th

11>5Ionth)

(Year)

(Year)
(Day)
|(lonth)
Podiatry not available in Air Force Program.
-_
- - - _
L - - - - - - - -_ -____
I
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XBy Paul Schindler
"If you're going to write about the
men in McCormick, how about writing
about the women in . ..
" Bexley
Baker, MacGregor? It is true that "permanent fernale guests" in male dormsitories (or fraternities) would be as newswrorthy as the recently discussed male
guests.
But what makves news? The same
information that caused such a stir a few
weeks ago in Tize Tech was discussed in
these pages last October, and it hardly

raised

a

stir. Then someone took

action;

and since
front page
As long
traditional

action is news, it made the
instead of the editorial page.
as we continue to be slaves to
concepts of news (and that is
likely to be a long tirne, as we all share
certain societal expectations about the
nature of news) mere information will
not lure attention the way an event or a
conflict does.
Lee Giguere can write a' series on
pass-fail, or I can write one on the
budget, and they will appear as columns
on the editorial page. But ifS Dr. Wiesnler
or Chancellor Gray mentions either topic
in a facuLty meeting, it's front page news,
with tlheir interpretation attached and
reported faithfully. We can write stories
about the problems with the fire alarm
systems all over campus from now until
next fall, but until someone is hurt, or
the city complains, it won't be taken as
important news.
This is an attempt to get ahead of the
news, and if possible, to make a hard
assignment for one of our news reporters
a little easier. We are going to try to
research the question of permanent guests
'throughout all MIT living groups. There
are a lot of questions to be answered.
W~ithout any research at all, it can be
stated that men and wosmenx attending
MIT are living with each other without
societal sanction. Who cares? Well, it has
been a perennial surprise to me to find
out that there are people who care, yet
feel cowed into silence by the generally
blase attitude towards interpersonal relationships which seems to be part and
p~arcel of the MIT ambience.
It is as clear to me as it is to Mark
lFishman on this page (March 20, 1973)
that the onus of action should fall on the
offender, not the offendee. But if someone was upset, wouldn't they speak up?
Ask the people living a floor above you,
or a floor below you, or in the next suite
over . .. if you know their names. You
probably don't.
Why is it that wo:men seem to get
more upset about proximity to unwanted
male guests than men about female
guests? My guess is our societal double
standard. which has until now told men
that it's ok to fool around, and women
that it is not. Obviously some women no
longer accept this, and osur society seerns
to be none the worse for it. If anything,
0
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people here at MIT seem to be better
adjusted to sex than people in the real
world.

There are Institute people who are
"getting it" and there are Institute people

who are not,

By John Kavazanjian
In the last issue of one of our other
newspapers On campus, Thursday, the
second lead article on the front page was
pTovacatively titled, "Fo:reign Student
Details Repression." I found some of
the allegations to be of interest, especially
in light of what some consider the growing encroachment by the federal govern-

checked
with the Immigration and Naturalization
rnent onI our civil liberties. So I

Service in its New York District Office
and came up with the following information.
1. INS officers may arrest visitor

aliens who violate their visitor status
without a warrant. By violating the status
of their entry, they are no longer under
protection of that part of the law.
2. Despite forfeiting this part of their
rights, every alien is given his rights
warning just as a citizen would, and
supplied an attorney ife needed.
3. A student must remain a bonaflide
student -if he leaves the USA he must

get a new visa to Teturn and if he leaves
school, he must depart from the country.
4. The US Government does not deport students. They are almost always
granted voluntary departure and there are
special regulations covering students. If a
sludent leaves or does not; attend his

but

a recent trip to Oregon

reminded mne once mnore that there is
little "sniggering" here, an attitude which
typifies many people our age out in the
sticks. Certainly, the structure of this
place is such that one can easily go
through four years without evere once
thinking of a member of the opposite sex,
but times are changing. The faculty and
the admrinistration are increasingly recognizinlg the need for a "full education."
"Full education" is shorthand for all
the educational processes which take
place outside of the classroom. Somne
people will tell you that well over half of
the educational life is in activities, the
living group, the area's culture, and so on.
But all of the Institute's efforts to encourvage people to take advantage of these
resources are subliminal; all of the overt
signals given to a student still say that
academic work is your sole justification
for attending this school).
All of which brings us to another,
related question which must be considered if one is going to mnake any
progress in the "sixth school" of "cognlitivre" education: how much time does
it, anid should it. really take to obtain an
MIT education?
Credits: a scandal
How many people do you know who
are taking sixty hours? If you are a
freshxnan, probably several. Htave you
ever stopped to consider what that supposedly mneans<? Your friend is supposed
to be working ten hours a day, six days a
week, in preparation, laboratory, and
classroom. If you know a person who
spends that much time earning that much
credit, you are a rare exception.
In most cases, the current hour system
is a fraud, if it is intended to realistically
reflect the amount of time a student
spends Workinlg. If, as some students have

4

system of secret ballots to find out how
much time courses actually take is one
possible coultse. Let the faculty of each
school determine not how many hours
are needed, but what courses. And if
some schools find they take excessively
more time than- others, then don't askfi
them to change their requirements; just
ask them to let people know what they
are getting in for before they commit
themselves.
Honesty will riot scare people off, at
least not MIT students. Proof positive is
the Electrical Engineering department. It
is the largest departmnent; if it is split into
6.1 and 6.3, they are largest and second
largest respectively. No effort is made to
disguise the rigor necessary to obtain an
EE degree, yet people continue to flock
to its banner, for a variety of complex
reasons. Truth in advertising will not hurt
any department that is selling desirable
academic goods.
Realistic time estimates would make it
possible for the f aculty to determine a
policy that would prevent statements
sllch AS this:

"MIT freshmen have little time for
any but academic activities . . . what is
lacking is the possibility of investing
enough timle in (extra-curricular)
activities . . ."
-Leila Sussman,
Freshman Morale atMIT
and this:
"The volume of knowledge organized in the curriculum, whuch constantly enchroaches on leisure, exercises a kind of tyranny over the
student which largely precludes his
taking time to develop or pursue his
own intellectual interests . ."
-M. Trow in Ben Snyder,
The Hidden Curriculum
from being true. That is, if they as a
group really believe that a student can
learn as much outside of the classroom as
he can inside.
If they don't believe this, then let
them say so publicly, so that no member
suggested, it is merely a system that it of the community will continue to labor
attaches a notation of worth to -various under any delusions. If they do believe in
courses, then it is carue And upn.Xieldl-y. if the "sixt-h school," then -now A-S the timae
it is supposed to serve as some kind of for them to puot it on the record.
proportional guide to the time-drain2
Wqhy now?
potential of courses, then it is such a
Why now, when there is virtually no
coarse guide as to be useless.
student sentiment for educational rePerhaps the hour designation of the form? Precisely.
famous 24 hour lab is realistic; the nine
This is the faculty's chance to tak;e the
unit diesignation of many humanities
initiative for a change. There is no excuse
courses is too high by twice, and the that "we cannot be pressured into change
twelve units listed for some science by demonstrators in the streets," some.
courses too low by l1/3. The current
thing which may have occurred to some a
system, which forces the vast majority of
few years ago. Pass-fail and 1AP were
classes into nine and twelve units, with
certainly major, innovative efforts on the
some six unit seminars and some 24 unit part of the faculty. But anyone else who
labs, mnay make things easier for some made their last major change four years
students and the registrar, On the whole,
ago would not be terribly proud of a
it is unfair to most of us.
capacity for innovation. And that's how
Let the faculty consult their pro.- long it has been since IAP was begun.
duct ... uh, students, for a cbnalge. A
In some sense, both the recently
0
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school, his status is forfeited; he is asked
to leave.
5. Alien students involved in subversive activities (overthrow of the US lby
force only) are investigated only for
reasons of national security and then are
asked to leave if they fit this definition of
subversive.
6. No file is created on a student
unless he violates his status, gets arrested,
or has a complaint filed by a US citizen
against him.
7. Immigration inspectors ask about
bona fldes of marriage only to check for
fradulent claims.
8. The INS regulations that proscribe
"adultery" are indeed anachronistic but alre still laws. Adultery is not by itself
an excludable charge nor is it a ban
against a wife keeping an alien husband
here.
In short, no one JISde~ported onl such a
moralityt charge as having lived with his
wife for three months before marriage.
Neither are the-re "thick files" kept ont
alien students, INS has enough problems
with shoplifters, robbers, and otherftelons
to make an exhaustive search after a
student. The allegation that no student
may cross state lines without INS approval brought only laughter -no regulation
exists - it onlly exists in criminal pro-
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baticn or parole, on a state level.
Considering the inaccuracies on these
points, it is hard to believe that any INS
official speaking for the government
could have made'such statemeints as, "A
foreign student can be deported onl a
technical violation if his activities are
found to be irritating to the US Government." Sulch a statement is an outright
falsehood and no responsible (or maybe
no-period) official would say such a
thing. It is regrettable that any publication would publish such a poorly
researched sto~ry.

MARVELOUS OPPO:RTUITY
Onl the front page of this issue, near
the bottom, you may have noticed a
small box describing today's concert
by the MIT Symphony Orchestra. It
should have been obvious that this is
your chance to be on television, in

what the

Hidustry cals

a "reaction

shot." In order for these shots to

present a good image, a large crowd is
required. Go.

rins
adopted IAP and the currently "underconsideration" pass-fail were responses to
the same problem we ask the faculty to
consider now: student use of time. 1AP
was supposed to provide respite fromt the
pressures of the term for all students.
pass-fail was supposed to make the freshman year a maore tolerable transition.
period for persons of differing backgrounds.
In a sense, these changes in the old
way of doing things at the Institute-were
tacit recognition of the failure of the old
ways to meet the demands of modern
-education. It is the same kind of
recognition that is made by the CEP
when it performs the currently on-going
review of the judicial process; a reviewthat concedes the bankruptcy of the
current system. The CEP and its members
are talking about an agenda that seems
miles long right now. It seems that
anytime you ask a question these days.
youl are told that it's "on the CEP
agenda."
Bhus, we hesitate to suggest that
another chore devolve upon that overburdened body. Instead, it might 'be wise
to convene a new faculty committee,
preferably with student representation, to
consider the entire question of student
time commitments and credit hours for

various classes. Some systematic method
of adjustment would be better than the
current chaos.
Conti nuous N\evvs Service
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By Emily "Nick

Unaccustomed though I amn to making
speeches at faculty meetings? I find that I
simply must commcent on the MITWellesley Exchange Program and the
Comzmittee's recommwendation for its con-

tinuation. A number of the thoughts that
I express do not originate with me. The
originators of the thoughts have, how-

~ever, given me leave, to weave them in
~with some of my own. In any case I take
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full responsibility for the way in which I
express them and, therefore, for what I
say in the next few minutes.
First-A few words about the base or
context from which I speak. As a graduate of Mount Holyoke, a liberal arts
collage and the oldest continuing institution of higher education for women in
the US dating from 1837; and as one who
believes that single sex colleges are as

necessary as coeducational institutions to
~~our educational system, I believe I under~~stand the philosophy and goals of WellesK~~ey
College. I also -understand the special
richness and excitement of a liberal arts
education.

Second - As one who has been a
graduate student and post-doc and now is
a faculty member Here at the Institute, I

believe I understand the special character
of our kind of education and, in turn, its

~~own special richness and excitement.

t

In princi ple, and in the best of all
possible worlds, i.e., the ideal case, it
would be grand if each of us and all our
students could experience both styles of
learning and living.
Third -In1 my job as an MIT faculty
memnber I am very little affected by the
MIT-Wellesley Exchange Program. In my
view few faculty members care directly
affected. As my department's coo;rdinator

of the Exchanlge Program I amt aware that
each term seven or eight Wellesley students enroll in our subjects. It's very
difficult to differentiate the Wellesley
students from our MIT -women students.
They are sometimzes detectable, however,
because they may briefly tend to be less
blase and sophisticated about how to play
"the system"' than our "dyed in the
wool" MIT students. It is niot at all

~surprising that, as the Report says, "no

;

unfavorable commients on the program
were submitted by the MIT Faculty." III
my opinion, we faculty members are least

~~affected by the Exchange and. therefore,

I

are least likely to be sensitive to either its
progress or its problemas.
Based on my remarks so far it would
seem logical for mne to support with
enthusiasm the Committee's recornmen-

dation to continue cross registration with
~Wellesley College. I find, however, that I
~cannot do so. I have no trouble support~ing the principle or ideal of the Exchange.
~It's when one gets down to the bedrock
~~nitty-gritty of the Program and sees how it

;t
t'

I
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affects the quality of individual student's
lives - in particular those of the MIT
womerS

students -

that is when the

serious questions rise to haunt mne.
In Dr. Wiesner's introduction to the
EExchange Committee's report he said
i"the
special advantages of the W~ellesley-

MIT Exchange have not been developed
without costs, and these costs must be
~~seriously weigghed in considering the pro~gram's future.') Now I don't know what

t
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sort of "costs" he was thinking of certainly they were at least in part monoetary -and I don't mean to put words in
~~his mouth. Buit certainly there have been
~~costs. The real "costs" in my opinion are
~those, paid by our women students in
~terms of the lessening of their hope and
(unfortunately) very shaky belief dahat
MIT is as deeply cotmmitted to their
educatrion as it is to the education of their
MIT brothersaend Wellesley sisters.
Now I wanst to speak as a fo:rmer
Associate Dean for Student Affairs who
held "primary responsibility for women
students" across the range of student

affairs from 1965 when it was an earth
shaking first occasion to have fifty (!i)
women enrolled ill the First Year Class (a
group erroneously, yet continuously alluded to as the freshman class!). I was a
charter member of the Exch~ange Commlittee until last summer, so if the Institute has somehow "goofed" in its implementation c>; the Exchange it is as much
my fault as anyone's.
Let mne see if I can make you understand a few of the very real shortcomings

And
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of the Exchange's effect- on our women
students and, secondarily, on all of us
who are women members of the MIT
community, These remarks are in no way
criticisms of Wellesley students or Wellesley College. They are not the problem.
the facuzlty and admninistration of
We,
MrT are the problem. We so very often,
inadvertently to be sure, sell our women
students down the river by acting as
though they don't exist! W~e don't do this
intentionally - quite the opposite-obut
the goodness of our intentions only
makes matters worse and the state of
being ignored is, therefore, all the more
comnplete and bitter!
For example, the EXchange Committee's Report does a good f-ob at
summrarizing important issues raised a
year ago) by the "Ad -Hoc Committee on
the Role of Women at MIT." (I won't
repeat them but please take the time to
read the Report carefully.)
The Report also states
For members oaf the Joint Comrnittee on tlhe MIT side, it is clear that
the mnost troubling response t o the
program is the serious opposition even hostility - which has been expressed by a significant number of
women students at MIT. Whilie faculty
and administrative mrnenbers. of the
Joint Committee have frequently. disagreed with certain of their arguments
against the Exchange, we cannot dis-,
miss or disregard the intensity of
feeling which informs this dissent.
Moreover, MIT members of the Committee take the side of the critics in
deploring the patronizing attitudes
toward women students which are
reported from members of the faculty
and male students alike. Commnittee
members also agree that the Exchange
has in some ways dramatized a series
of unsolved vroblems in the -experience of women at the Institute
which clearly require close attention.
So far so good. It is real progress to state
that there are problems, and to be conwcerned about 'them.
But I don't think that that is sufficient
in view of the recommendation for continuationl of the Exchange. Concrete
recommendations for action in remedying
the situation are needed instead.
Take the residence exchange for
example. Resumption of the residence
exchange is strongly recommnended but
other than recognizing that "some difficulties in implemenltation indiicate the
need for careful planning and for consultationl with those students most
directly affected by such a program>" the
real problems are not addressed. If M{IT
women are not to come second to Wellesley students in housing priority, the
Wellesley students must undoubtedly be
housed in McCormick Hall triples. And
even if McCormick Hall were to be happy
with this situation, there is still the
problem of housing Wellesley students

He MIT students, transfers and
Imits, are refused housing. Certaintly it
air to question the priorities involved
e An~d certainly the Committee and
to our
Institute must give assurance
men students (and to Wellesley stuIts who suffer equally in this instance)
t solutions will be found to the probIS of "the students most directly
ected."1
We must not dodge this responsibility.
not enough to only acknowledge that
anproblems exist. These problems
the Institute problems - not probISof the Ad Hoc Commnittee or o~f the
men students. We should have recogbea
,d them ahead of time and not have
to be told about them.
Anothier example -The March 13 The
h quoted Mrs. Newell, the president
Wellesley, as saying she "hoped more
tisf i would come to Wellesley in the
hange." The word "mnen" referred to
students. Once more MIT's women
sher
lents were ignored!t How non-existent
a group be!
sthehappen to know that Mrs. Newell is
twon
apathetic to the problems of women
that tents anid hopes they will want to
:icipate in~the Exchange. She would
lmee
the first to regret the effect of her
Lark. But the message our women
lents get is just the opposite. They
,eive themselves as relegated to second
cate
lems3, almost non-relevant citizenship.
ki1 of us all too frequently give the
hadressio~n -- both in written material
tgoes out from the Institute, and in
daily co~nversation - that MIT is
igned to educate white males only. In
aenycontext, any women students on the
le. are by definition Wellesley exexis
-1ae students, here temporarily, and,
refore, not permanent-workingican
ulder-to-should~er-serious members of
community.

)K, I'm willing to concede that that
ament may be a bit extreme, but P this is the message that goes out to
of t]
community.
rem .-o yo-u recall last month's faculty
Houdsting when it was reported that a
'ey of parents' opinions of IAP indiXdthat 1AP had not been a waste-ofthetefor "their sons" and that LOP time
not been frivolously spent "at the
tis) ,boy Club?"' These two remarks le completely innocently and without
intention whatsoever of causing hurt
totally and completely ignored the
;tence of women studen~ts and women
ilty at MhIT! How much more reduced
nvisibilitv can we be! And this in the
th year in which women have received
-ces from MIT! Progress truly is slow.
ray age when one has come to terms
i1oneself (I hope), one can let this sort
hing roll off one's back (but obviously
still doing a slow burn about it t).
iever, at age 1 7 or 18 and up, during
years in which one discovers who one
stud

ndwh.
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lifetime aspirations are laid, this sort of
thing can be devastating.
The MIT-Wellesley Exchange as it now
exists and as it seems to be recommended
to continue, unfortunately intensifies the
major problems faced by women students
here. It is ironic and, in my opinion, very
sad, even tragic that this 'is so because
MIT and Wellesley women have so very
much in common in terms of goals and
aspirations.
It is unrealistic to expect any one
specific program to boenefit all studen ts at
a given institution- A program should not,
however, work to tile detriment of any
group. At the moment, without intention
o~n anyone's part anywhere, the MITWellesley Exchange is working to the
detriment of MIT women students in
terms of their belief in the Institute as a
place of" equal opportunity, and even
more importantly, to the detriment of
their belief in themselves and their ability
tox achieve their clearly held, high acadermic and professional aspirations.
One osf the reasons I have always been
proud to, be a member of the MITr family
is that the Institute more often than not
shows unusual sensitivity and understanding of human problems and
aspirations. It strikes me we have a golden
opportunity to show a big heaping
portion of this sensitivity now.
Why don't we turns tnhis occasion of
consideration of the MWIT-Wellesley 3Exchange first into a resounding declaration
of reco~mmittmenlt to the education of
MIT women as well aas men. What better
time than in this centennial year? This
declaration of recommittment must be
more than a pious endorsemnent of truth,
beauty, God, etc. It must, in fact,
recognize existing problems and specify
ways in which solutions may be reached
which ultimately result in strengthening
the position of MIT's women students. It
seems to me that much of this can be
accomplished before the April faculty
meeting if only students. faculty and
administration will get their heads
together on it.
If this ringingl declaration were made a
clear and public major item on MIT's
agenda (including the hidden agenda), the
MIIT-Wellesley Exchange could, in my
opinion, function in a supportive rather
than detrimental role. This is the way it
was meant- to be from the beginning. As it
now stands, the Exchange is an intolerable obstacle to the growth and well
being of our MIT women students. We
must change this situation.
Can't we progress concretely and significantly toward this goal in the coming
month so at the next facutlty meeting we
can wholeheartedly vote full support first
for our own students - both women and
men and then secondanily for continuation of the Wellesley Exchangeviewed in its proper perspective - as a
supportive rathller than as, at present, a
dtietlifune
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To the Editor:
The otherwise accurate story in The
Tech (3-9-73) on "permanent male
guests'' in McCormick incorrectly
interprets two comments I made on the
subject. I write no:w, not to quibble about

what I said but to clarif lthe position of
the Dean's Offce lest students -hesitate to
call upon our services when they find
themselves ill distress due to a House
policy (or lack thereof) or loT any other
reason.
Both misinterpretations occur in the
fifth paragraph. First, that paragraph
attrnbutes to me a statement "that " .. .
girls who are having problems with male
guests should feel free to express their
feeliqggs, They should not just wonder
why they can't adjust." (To this point the
interpretation is correct) "and instead
concentrate on finding a place where they
fit in better." We hope that this issue will
be thoroughly discussed within the House
and that a means of satisfactorily dealing
with these problems will be established.
We do not feel that the responsibility for
finding a solutionx or for moving rests on
the student who is bothered by
somebody else's permanent male guest. In
fact, the reason that we opened this issue

is 'co ensure that residents who are
bothered are not placed on the defensive
with no options other than living in an
uncomfortable situation or leaving.
A d d i t i o nally, that paragraph
incorrectly attributes to me a comment
that "the Dean's Office, is not the best
place to bring these problems." It is
indeed preferable when such -issues can be
resolved by the Jud Com and the
Housemaster's staff, but the Dean's
Office provides an avenue for problems
solving when the student does not feel
free to turn to the House government. We
consider it our responsibility to be

Camnbridge cable television controversy
gives one the distinct irnpression that the
on}ly parties whose views were sought
were those on the MIT side of the
dispute. The tone is one of disbelief that
anyone could fail to appreciate such a
wonderful technological advance.
Unfortunately, the issues of privacy
raised by P.A.N.I.C., the residents of
Washington Elms, and others from the
Cambridge Model Cities neighborhood,
are real ones; the FCC' regulations with
respect to two-way capabilities for CATV
equipment are well known. And no one

available to any student who is not

could fail to put complete confidence in
their good friends at MIT.
At the City Council meeting of March
26, Mayor Ackermann recognized the
gravity of the situation by expanding the
four-member Counicil Committee on
Cable Television to a Commnittee of the
Whole Council. Hopefully, this committee will be able to acquire sufficient
information to reach a sensible solution
on this important issue.
Da~vid iE. Sullivan '74
Secretary
Democratic Ward Committee
Ward 2, Cambridge

satisfied with the rules of governance.
Obviously, we cannot guarantee a happy
outcome but we can assure the student
that we will try to achieve one.
Thank you for allowing me this
opportunity to set the record straight on
ny position on this issue.
Carola Eisenberg
Dean for Student Affairs

To the Editor:
The T'eclh's recent coverage of the

can ask how the

citizen's

of Cambridge
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}By Craig Reynolds
Despite last Fniday's rumors
that a Marine recruiter would
return to the BU campus yesterday, the day, passed without
incident due to a story in The
Daily Free Press that the recruiters would not be at the
university's placement office today.

The Free Press quoted BU
Vtice President Clare CottEon:
"because the Marines have not
yet been able to recruit students
here, they will be back." He did
not specify a date, however.
BU Placement Director Victor Lindquist told The Tech that

no official spokesman has said
the recruiter would return.
Friday, in spite of a court

I

order enjoining anyone from
preventing free access to BU
property, a crowd estimated at
between 1 50 and 400 people
formed a picket line in front of
the placement center. No students, according to Lindquist,
saw Marine recruiter Captain
Michael Collier ona Friday.
The demonstrators had formed into two groups, one of
which marched in a giant "sL"'
shaped around 225 Bay State
Road, called "The Castle." They
carried signs and mai3ny wore
masks to hinder identificationThe other group were those who
actually blocking the entrance to
the building. During the morn3ing, several people attempted to
cross the picket line, but were
peacefully blocked, and engaged
in convsersation, concerning the
demonstration. At 10:45 a group
of about IO Boston police formed a wedge around the Marine
officer and charged through the
crowd to a waiting cat.
tile
demonstration,
After
many of the picketers met in
BU's student center. At that
time, plans were made for another demonstration, to have taken place yesterday. Few stu-
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dents, however, showed up at
the placerilent office for a second confrontation.
The court injunction barring
the demonstration stated that
anyone "denying free access"
could be hield in contempt of
court and arrested. Those on the
street who merely picketed were
not in jeopardy. But the protestors who locked armns and
formed an obstructive picket
line around the entrance, in
what Lindquist termed "hootigan tactics," were subject to
arrest. According to yesterday's
Free Press the Boston University
administration in tends to prosecute some or all of those who
(Photocan
b e identified.
graphers were stationed inside
the placement off ice building
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HOT-LINE (215) 563-3758

THE ASTRONAUTS DID NOT
WALK ON THE MOON
by Burton C. Coons
Eminent Scientist, Enginieer, I nventor
of Miracle (complicated) Mach ines an
Ideas, A Genius, has written a booklet
describing: Earthquakes, Tidal waves,
Volcanoes an Volcanic Eruptions. He
discusses the newe planet he discovered
(earth 23 which the astronauts walked
on. He proves the Moon is only a reflection. Do you have doubts?
Send 1 .25 to: Educational Research
Division, Integrated Enterprises, 1625
8th St. Berkeley, Ca. 94710. Member
Berkeley Chamber of Comnmerce.
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COSMOLOGY
by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIIT

Behind the
Central Square
YMCA

';D1PLICATIONbS OF THE APOLLO I 1 LUNAR MATERIPAL
by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory.
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INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMlAN (COLOR VIS3ION
by Prof. Jerome Lettvin, MIT

Students who are curious about the topics above are i nvited to
use an experimental systemn containing these' interactive
lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening. The lecture, are unique in that they include a greatmnany recorded answers to interesting questions. Ithe answers
extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.
If you would hike to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or write a short note to Stewart Wilson, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Camnbridge (near MIT), mrentioning when you might
be free and how you can be reached.

Other services available from SOFA Include:
a great Car Plan, the Student Railpass. language
courses in Europe, and low cost accommodations
in hotels, holiday villages, and hostels.
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by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell
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Tuesday
Sailing (MV) - Boston Dinghy
Cup, at Coast Guard
Lacrosse (V) - Connecticut,
away, 3 pm
Wednesday
Tennis (V&F) - Connecticut,
home, 3 pm
Thursday
Baseball (V)- Brandeis, away, 3
Pm

Friday
Tennis (F&V) - Yale, home, 3
pM

Saturday
Lt Crew (V&F)Marist Col-

lege, home, I 0 am
Tennis (V) - Bowdoin, away,
1:30 pm
Outdoor Track (V) - UNH,
away, 1 pm
Sailing (MV) - Raven Invitational at Coast Guard, 12:30
pm
Saturday and Sunday
Sailing (MV) - Owens Trophy at
Kings Point NY
Sunday
Sailing (MV) - Dinghy Invitational at Coast Guard, 10 am
Sailing (WV) - Connecticut College at Coast Guard, 9:30 am
The MIT women's crew has been busily practicing for their season opener against Williams and WPI in

Cl SsifiSed ,ad.ertisi g
Apartment for Sublease - Near Mass.
and Marlborough; 5 bedrooms, living
Little Compton, R.I. Summer rental
- Farmhouse, 5 bedrooms, mile from
beach, 1/2 hr. from Boston. $800
July, $1000 August. CaU 484-8271.
I've been typing Master's and PhD's
full-time for three years (and still
love it). I'd be happy to help you.
8 94-3406 (Weston)
Consulting firm seeking trained experienced graduate students for environmental impact projects. Economists, sociologists, environmentalists,
engineers, and urban planners
needed. Summer jobs. Call 9 am - 5
pm and send resumes to 4 Brattle
Street, Room 306, Cambridge. Telephone: 876-2200.
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'71 Corolla 1600 Sedan, 2 door,
gray-tan, finest condition, custom
trim, new import radial tires, $1100.
Call Dave, 569-5636. Evenings,
734-9447.
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P]OETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology. No restriction as to style or
content. Send with stamped selfaddressed envelope to Contemporary
Literature Press, 311 California
Street, Suite 412, San Francisco,
California 94104.

/

I

I

Keep up with whatrs gsing on at MIT

i
I

Have The Tech mailed to your home

G-reat Fr

Arcane social scientist needs altruistic
volunteers for gentle psychology experiment. No pain, tricks, drugs, lies.
Both men and women needed. About
three hours of your time. Call Dave
at 547-0716.

INVESTORS WANTED: To
invest/manage/work in advanced N/C
Mach. Shop. Also wanted - N/C
supervisors, programmers, operators.
Cormier 878-6150 after 3 pm.
I

Worcester on April 14.
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OVERSEAS JOB3S FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe, S. America,
Africa. Most professions, summer or
full time, expenses paid, sightseeing.
Free information, write, TWR Co.,
Dept. F6, 2550 Telegraph Ave.,
Berkeley,
CA 94704
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Aqua-Chem, Inc., is a world leader in the fields of water desalinization,
anti-pollution technology, and environmental control systems.
Opportunities exist for Mechanical and Chemical Engineers interested in
Design, Research, Development, and Manufacturing of anti-pollution devices.
Aqua-Chem has openings in Water Technology, Industrial Combustion, and
Environmental Technology Divisions, and at locations in over 30 countries.
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9-0

MIT (V) - beaten by No.
Carolina 8-1
MIT(V) - rained out at Georgetown

MIT (MV) - first in MIT Dinghy
Invitational
MIT (MV) - second in Lark
Invitational

Riddle 1-2
----

Roy Greenwald '75, who
replaced starter Dave Shiang '74
in the goal cage in that brutal
opening period, managed 30
saves as the Devils fired 46 shots
on goal to MIT's 12.
The next day the stickrnen
journeyed to LtngPsiand to face
Hofstra on the Astroturf in what
an Island paper called "the
annual mismatch." Hofstra
showed why they're ranked
seventh in the nation as they
used their speed, talent, and
depth to demolish the Engineers
24-3.
Against New York Institute
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playing four games in as many

days was reflected in the xespective scores of 13-4 and 17-2.
Throughout the trip the Tech
squad was plagued by inconsistent defense and a lack of
scoring punch on offense.
Highlights of the week included
the performances of attackman
George Braun '75 with five goals
and one assist, Larry Pestal '73,
also on attack, with three goals
and three assists, midfielder
Dave Kuentz '73 who did an
excellent job on face-offs and
added two assists, and Roy
Greenwald at goal, with 79
saves.
The key to the remainder of
the season seems to lie in the
development of several sophomores in key positions and in
obtaining some consistency from
veterans.
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AUTHORIZED DEALER
SERVICE
SALES- PARTS
EUROPEAN DELIVERY SPECIALISTS
WE MAJOR IN PERFECT SERVICE

of Technology and C.W. Post on
Friday and Saturday the MIT
squad began to show signs of
improvement, but the toll of

lead and finished a 14-1 victor.

Saiinig

Baseball
- defeated Embry

MIT (V) - beaten by Embry
-----------

This past week the MIT
lacrosse squad made its annual
trip to the heartlands of lacrosse
- this year to Long Island and
Eastern New Jersey. On Wednesday, March 28, MIT met Fairleigh Dickenson (Madison), and
the inexperience of the Tech
squad soon displayed itself. FDU
jumped to a 7-0 first quarter

'.%%

Tennis
MIT (V) - beaten by U. of No.
Carolina 9-0
MIT (V) - defeated Pfeiffer
College 9-0
MIT (V) - beaten by Davidson

Lacrosse
MIT (V) - beaten by Farleigh
Dickenson 14-1
MIT (V) - beaten by Hofstra
24-3
MIT (V)- beaten by NYIT 13-4
MIT (V) - beaten by C.W. Post
17-2

MIT (V)
Riddle 11 -3

'..%%%%%%,.e%%%.%'
..

MIT (V) - beaten by Bowdoin
5-7
MIT (V) - beaten by FIT 2-3
MIT (V) - defeated FIT 5-4

Golf
MIT (V) - Western Illinois
rained out
MIT (V) - beaten by Embry
Riddle 346-351
MIT (V) defeated FIT
351-374
MIT (V) defeated FIT
341-364
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Interested in more comfortable, longer
wearing contact lenses? Then you should
look into our new "Wet Lens." Or if you'
want, your present lenses can be "wetprocessed."
Call or visit us for more information
about "Wet Lenses" and our "sunscreen" U.V C. lenses. No obligation.
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77 Summer St Boston

542-1929
190 Lexinglln St., Waltham 894-1123
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Freak out your dorm-mates with your collection of Dannon tops.
Arrange them on your walls, your desk, your
LJackedi.your

girlfriend (or boyfriend-we're not out to offend Women's Lab).
M/ore than a fad, it's an aesthetic experence that gives lasting

significance to a trasitory gaseronvmieal sensation.
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